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President’s Corner
by Patty Draper, President

Happy 15th Birthday, FABA!  It is

appropriate during this month of May, of

the year 2000, to reflect on how FABA

came about and where it is now.  The

Clinker Breaker masthead says that

FABA was established May 18,

1985—15 years ago this month.  So, how

did FABA get started?

 

Our historian, Dr. E. Charlton “Skeeter”

Prather, wrote in the November 1995

Clinker Breaker that the organization

grew “from one man’s desire for learning how to shape iron.” In

the early 1970’s during the oil crisis many people were using their

fireplaces again, and this man thought he could make better

quality fire tools than could be purchased at hardware stores and

the like.  He soon mastered making fire-place pokers, and wanted

to learn how to make more complicated pieces.  “Wouldn’t it be

nice, he thought, if there was some way to get interested persons

together periodically for exchanging ideas, showing, teaching, and

practicing.”

That man was Willard Smith of Blountstown, Florida.  Skeeter

says that Willard learned about the Artist Blacksmith Association

of North America (ABANA), and wrote to all 45 ABANA

members in Florida, suggesting that blacksmithing enthusiasts

band together to learn more about blacksmithing.  Only five

responded positively, but Willard persisted. He sent out a

follow-up letter to all 45 suggesting a face-to-face meeting at

the Tallahassee Junior Museum in mid-March 1985.  Twelve

folks showed up, agreed that some sort of organization would

be highly desirable, and made plans to meet again at the 2nd

Biannual Southeast Blacksmith Conference in Madison,

Georgia, scheduled for mid-May, just two months away.      

At Madison, 27 people agreed to form an organization of

blacksmiths and to petition ABANA for charter status.  They

each put up a $5.00 application fee and annual dues of $5.00.

FABA has come a long way since then.  We now have over 350

members. There is a meeting and demonstration of

blacksmithing somewhere in Florida on all but one weekend a

month.  FABA has helped to establish numerous period

blacksmith shops at state parks and other public places.  Three

pioneer village blacksmith shops operate largely with the energy

and talent of FABA members: Yesteryear Village--West Palm

Beach; the Panhandle Pioneer Settlement—Blountstown; and

the Pioneer Center for Creative Arts—Barberville.  FABA has

awarded the Honorary Doctorate of Metal Arts Degree to five

deserving Floridians: Thomas Raines, J.C. Hawkins, Dr. E.

Charlton Prather, Willard Smith and Clyde Payton.  FABA has

established the

(Continued on page 3)
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Upcoming Events
The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community.  Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA) sponsored events are highlighted in bold
typeface.  The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere.  Come to more than one if you can.  We hold regular monthly meetings in each region
(except that we all try to get together at one Statewide Meeting each quarter) on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-last.  The actual
dates may vary from month to month; check the schedule below.  Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge.  Prospective members are always welcome.
Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools, or just watch.  Most meetings run from 9AM to 4PM, and you'll need to bring a lunch if you stay all day, unless
otherwise noted.  If you have any questions about meetings please contact the Regional Coordinators listed below:

NW Meeting - May 13

NE M eeting - May 6

May, 2000
NE May 06 Steve Bloom’s shop - Archer, Fl . Activities will include high and low temp salt baths for knife heat treating,

comparisons of scale-control, and handle-

less Damascus billet production.  Lunch will

be provided.

NW May 13 Metal Supermarket—Tallahassee.  Tour this

new source for your metal needs.  Also, John

Butler will demonstrate heat treating steel. 

Lunch to be provided by the Metal

Supermarket.  Located at 3600-D Weems

Road, off U.S. Highway 90 East or phone

850-205-2400 (Len)

SE May 20 Matty Spinelli’s shop.  Please contact

Charlie Stenmann (phone number listed in

the Board info on the next-to-the-last-page in

this issue) if you need help finding it.

SW May 27 to be announced

June, 2000
NE Jun 03 Bob Jacoby’s Monument to

the Ages..er..shop (or maybe

Barberville if the edifice is

not yet ready to accept visitors)

NW Jun 10 to be announced

SE Jun 17 Ray & Ann Reynolds’ shop

SW Jun 24 to be announced

     SE Meeting - May 20

Northeast Region: Bob Jacoby (904) 260-9981 jacoby@southeast.net

Northwest Region: Dr. Ed Crane (850) 893-3212 ncrane8364@aol.com

Southeast Region: Charlie Stemmann (561) 964-8834 stemmann@aol.com

Southwest Region: –want to volunteer?
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SoapBox
Steve Bloom, Editor

IMPORTANT NOTICE: It’s that time of year,

folks - it’s RENEWAL time!  Get those checks into Lydia
or this may be the last CB you see!  Many of you have
already renewed, so this is for the procrastinators out there.

By the decision of the Board, we are going to a ‘rolling’
membership.  Starting with the current renewal, your
membership will extend one year from the time we get your
money.  So if you join/renew in December, your
membership will expire with the November issue of the
next year.  Kepp an eye on your address label - it will list
your expiration date and it will be up to you to renew when
required.

Submission to the newletter have again dried up – if you
have done discovered anything new that might be of interest
to your fellow members, jot it down and send it in!  As an
example, check out the half page on the back cover.

President’s Corner (continued from page 1)

Walt Anderson Founders Scholarship, worth $750.00

annually, to help deserving members advance the art and

craft of blacksmithing.  FABA publishes an outstanding

newsletter every month, and has a presence on the World

Wide Web at http://www.blacksmithing.org. FABA has

supported the production of educational, blacksmithing

videotapes by Rocky Comfort Video Productions.  Unlike

the early years, when paying the club’s expenses on a timely

basis was iffy, FABA is financially healthy and has “rainy

day” reserves to cover the cost of an annual conference that

is shut out due to a hurricane, for example.  FABA is

incorporated as a not-for-profit corporation in Florida and

recognized as a charitable organization under the federal tax

code.  These are just some of the accomplishments of the

last 15 years.  Impressive, isn’t it!  

NE Regional Report 
Bob Mancuso

     The Antique Tool and Auto Show on April 1, 2000 was

well attended by members of FABA, but no so well by the

antique tool people.  Even with only a small number of them

present many members of FABA found themselves at

least one treasure they just could not live without.  Members

who demonstrated for visitors were thanked with lunch as

provided by the settlement.  Don't forget the May meeting

will be held at Steve and Kimmy Bloom's in Archer.  Steve

and Kimmy have hosted many meetings in the past and

demonstrations have always been great.  Bob Jacoby was

not able to attend the meeting this month as he is still

working on getting his shop completed.  He E-mailed me

and said he hopes it is completed in time to host the June

meeting.  We are all looking forward to seeing his shop

completed as we have all seen the plans and now want to see

the real thing.  If the plans are any example of this shop it

should be outstanding.  With the work he has put into this

project he should have bragging rights.  Hope the shop does

not make too many of us envious.

     At this time I am looking for someone to take over the

buck-in-the-bucket as I have done it for some time.  Please

step forward and take an active part.  I will help with the

transition, but I am not willing to continue to spearhead it.

When I started it I said, "I will do it until we have our power

hammer".  It is now in the shop and in operation.  It is not a

difficult thing to do and only takes a little time at each

meeting.  I will turn everything over to the new

buck-in-the-bucket person at Steve and Kimmy Bloom's.

NW Regional Report
Clyde Payton, Bill Robertson, Patty Draper, 

Skeeter Prather and Harland Fisher

The second quarter statewide meeting was held at Clyde and

Vi Payton’s shop near Monticello, Florida.  GOSH!! This

was the biggest and best April meeting yet—we broke the

record!  The record was certainly broken with attendance.

One hundred and twenty two signed the “register.”  And

there were many, many more who did not sign in.  They

came from Ft. Myers and West Palm Beach, and many came

from Georgia and Alabama.  One couple was from Maine

and one from Maryland!

Our demonstrator, Doug Merkel, from North Carolina, was

fantastic!  He started at 9 a.m. sharp and didn’t quit until 5

p.m.  Except for a short lunch, Doug didn’t even take a

break.  Doug made many items at the forge that he donated

for our October auction—including his famous Hofi-style

hammer.  Doug uses a massive hunk of 1045 steel for the

hammer, and slits a hole through it with a slitter of H13 steel

and two 1/8-inch guide holes drilled through it 1 inch apart

(and a striker or treadle hammer).  After the hammerhead is

shaped, he hardens then tempers it in water to a light straw

color.  Also notable is his use of JB Weld, available at auto

parts stores, to secure the hammerhead to the handle.  Doug

explained that with his hammer, you should position your

thumb on the side of the handle and relax your grip as the

hammer moves downward toward your work.  The weight of

the hammer and gravity provide stability and control.  Doug

demonstrated how to forge a Frederick cross, and showed a

neat trick for making rings to attach the cross to a leather

strap:  he winds nickel silver wire around a small mandrel

and then cuts through all the “windings” with a dremmel

tool, making lots of little rings.  Doug also demonstrated a

bottle opener with a corkscrew attached via silver solder and

shared his source for the corkscrew part:  Craft Supplies

USA (1-800-551-8876).  
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Mike Murphy and Bill Robertson demonstrated after lunch.

Mike demonstrated the gas forges that he builds, and how to

use them.  These forges are mighty fine.  Mike is a true blue

FABA member of long standing, and he is to be commended

for regularly volunteering to demonstrate at various parks

and museums in the Tallahassee area..  Mike is the regular

blacksmith demonstrator at the Tallahassee Museum of

History and Natural Science.  

Bill Robertson debuted the “Whitetail” oxy-propane torch

forge he designed to use at his business Whitetail

Taxidermist.  This is an acetylene torch modified to burn

propane.  The torch is mounted horizontally on a stand and

turns on and off automatically by use of a foot pedal,

gasaver valve and pilot light.  Bill can turn on the torch and

achieve a forging heat on ½ inch square stock in less than 60

seconds.  The torch system also allows one to work in a

more confined area as it does not consume as much oxygen

or produce as much heat.  Bill said that the conservation of

gas allows you to forge 100 times longer than with a

standard gas forge.  It is ideal for treadle hammer work and

smaller projects because you only heat the areas you are

working on.   

FABA’s founder, Willard Smith, taught the beginners class.

He had three forge stations and his students were doubled up

on them.  There were many, many more “students” than he

had room for so he took them in shifts.  There were many

children and adults who were anxious to learn how to

blacksmith!  

Rev. Bill Lamar gave us a very interesting talk on why there

is an anvil on the AME Church logo.  He also asked the

blessing for lunch.  As a token of our appreciation, Clyde

Payton presented him with one of Jeff Mohr’s handmade

brooms.  Rev. Lamar also joined FABA—Welcome,

Brother Bill--we hope to see you at our very next meeting.

SE Regional Report
Charlie Stenmann

  The meeting day was nice and cool. A good day for what

we had to do. What to be done was to paint, under the eve's

and the fascia boards, of the blacksmith shop. Only three

people showed up in the beginning.  Our first task was to

find something to put the paint in, and the next  was to find

something to put the paint into the containers we found. The

paint came in a five gallon pail. After filling our containers

and setting up the ladders. The painting begun. We painted

everything that needed to be done that we could reach with

the ladders we had. 

After lunch we opened up the old blacksmith shop and did

some forging. Gerry Jamison made some pick up's. Sara

McMurray worked on some horse shoes, and Charlie

Stemmann made a chain link using the flux Elmer Roush

told us  about. He also made one of the arrow points that

Elmer demo'd..

                                                                

Notices & Classified Ads

Coke Available : 

Lydia and Dave are taking orders "coke" at $160 a ton.

They have 11.5 tons sold and need to sell 10 more tons

before we can order it.  When all the 21 tons spoken for,

they’ll collect the money and order. So include a note to

Lydia with your renewal check for the amount of coke you

would like to buy. Info on how to contact Lydia is on Board

contact info on the next to last page.

Do You Shoe Horses?
Bob Mancuso

How many times have you heard “Do you shoe horses”? It

is possible to be polite and explain that a farrier is the

person who does that and a blacksmith makes things out of

iron and steel.  At this point they counter with “In this movie

I saw, the town blacksmith shoes horses”.  For the ten

thousandth time, it becomes necessary to explain that many

small towns were not able to support both a blacksmith and

a farrier so one person had to do both jobs.  They still want

to know why you don’t shoe horses.  At this point, the comic

approach sometimes helps.  With a very serious face, look

them straight in the eye and say “Why would I shoo horses?

I like horses.  I would never chase them away.”  The most

important part of this is to do it without breaking a smile,

but a twinkle in your eye and a wink to others watching the

demonstration helps to let them in on the joke.  In time, the

one asking the question might get it.  If not, maybe some of

their companions might be willing to explain it to them.  Be

assured that the question will probably be asked many times

when you are demonstrating.  The most important thing to

remember is that they might be a future member asking the

question.  Ask if they are interested in learning to be a

blacksmith, then invite them to a meeting and be sure to

attend the meeting, if possible.
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March  2000 Chapter
Liaison Letter

The Flagstaff conference is now less
than four months away, and the early
registration period closes on April 1,
2000. Please get your registrations in
early. Questions? Call Pat Mueller at

636 225-5492. Please also remember to make your chain links for
the ABANA Chain, sponsored by the Saltfork Craftsmen Artist
Blacksmith Association. The basics are 3/8" round stock 7 inches
long, forge-welded into a chain link, and be sure to add your name
and touchmark. You can jazz up the link in any way that you
want; just be sure there is enough room to attach the adjoining
link. Tag with your name and chapter affiliation and send, by June
1, 2000, to:

Saltfork Craftsmen ABA;1227 4th Street;Alva, OK 73'71'7

Another Chapter project is the Bridge Project, completing the
bridge started at the World Federation of Blacksmiths in Aachen,
Germany in 1996. Each ABANA member is encouraged to make
a baluster for the bridge. The basics are a piece of 3/4" round
stock 38 inches long, with 6 inches free at each end for attachment
to the bridge. The 26 inches in the middle are free for creative
expression, so long as that expression fits into a 4" cylinder. Bring
the baluster to the Conference or ship, before June 1, 2000 to 

Phoenix Forge;i3o East Taylor;Phoenix, AZ 85004

Each chapter is invited to make a buffalo skull, some of which will
be used to adorn the bridge, with the remainder being auctioned
off to raise money for ABANA. The skull should approximate the
size and shape of a real buffalo skull, and material and technique
are left to the individual. Bring the skull to Flagstaff, or send to
Phoenix Forge.

Four smiths have been awarded scholarships to improve their
skills. Kathleen Dinneen of Lawrence, Kansas spent two weeks
working with Uri Hofi in Israel; R. Scott Oliver of Middlesex,
New York, is spending an extended time at J.C. Campbell Folk
School; Erica Moody of Cambridge, Massachusetts will be
working with Frank Turley, and Nora Nicolini of New York City
will be studying with Bob Becker at Touchstone later this summer.
All four had impressive submissions and ABANA is proud to
support their endeavors. We look forward to them sharing their
new-found skills with their local chapters and with ABANA. If
you are interested in the ABANA scholarship program, contact the
Central Office for more information. One of the sources of the
scholarship program is the Conference ̀ Iron In The Hat' raffle, so
please send in those absentee tickets, and if you are attending,
please buy plenty of tickets there. Scholarship applications are
picking up, reflecting the rise in interest in blacksmithing, and that
means ABANA will need more money to award to these
applicants. This is a great investment in the future of
blacksmithing and in ABANA.. ABANA is sponsoring a Francis
Whitaker Memory Wall at Flagstaff. One large wall in a common
area will be so designated for attendees to place a short written
note to explain what Francis meant to them, how he touched their
life or their career, or any other thought they might have about
Francis. At each public gathering, we will select several to read,
and at the end of the Conference the pieces will be collected and
placed in the ABANA library. Some may also be chosen for
inclusion in the Anvil's Ring. Please bring your note with you to
Flagstaff, or if you cannot, send it to me at the address below and

I will post it at Flagstaff. Please include your name and address on
all the notes.

Dorothy Stiegler and the Publications committee has set this
schedule as reasonable publication target dates for The Anvil's
Ring and The Hammers' Blow magazines. Winter Anvil's Ring
27/3:mid March Hammers' Blow 8/1: mid to end of Spring Anvil's
Ring 27/4: end of May April (Brian Gilbert's first full issue)
Summer Anvil's Ring 28/1:end of Hammers'Blow 8/2: end of July
August Hammers'Blow 8/3:first of October  Fall Anvil's Ring
28/2: mid November Hammers' Blow 8/4: end of December
Winter Anvil's Ring 28/3: end of January 2001

The Committee is doing yeoman's work getting and keeping the
publication process running smoothly. Working closely with and
coordinating the editors, the publication house, the shipping
house, the Post Office and its distribution centers to set this
schedule and ensure that it can be met has consumed much time
in the past three months, but the process is on track. 

In the near future, The Anvil's Ring will be placed on the
Member's Only site on the ABANA website. Stay tuned for more
information on the electronic Anvil's Ring and the member's only
site. And if anyone is interested in the position of Editor or the
publisher for The Anvil's Ring in the year 2001, please contact
Dorothy Stiegler or the Central Office before April 15, 2000.
These openings are part of the normal three year cycle for these
contracts.

Elections for ABANA Board members are coming up in the
summer. Watch this letter, the website and the ABANA
publications for more information and exact dates for submission
of nominations. The basics required are endorsement signatures
from ten or more ABANA members, a statement supporting your
nomination and a photograph, all submitted to the Central Office
by July 15, 2000. We encourage all to run for one of the five
positions that will be open this year. In the Fall Anvil's Ring
(Volume 27, Number 2), President Lou Mueller announced a
free-standing committee to look into ABANA's function and
relationship with the members and chapters. To date, the response
to the committee has not been strong. Mark Williams asked that
I insert the below comment on behalf of the committee.
"As you recall, Lou Mueller, President of ABANA, wrote in the
Fall Anvil's Ring a plea for individuals and/or chapters to give
feedback in the form of suggestions, comments, concerns and/or
criticisms about ABANA to our review committee. The response
thus far has been underwhelming. I am the chair of the review
committee. I am asking for a response from each of the chapters.
All responders are kept confidential. The committee needs to
know how the membership feels in order to perform the review of
ABANA that we were asked to do. Please help us by responding.
Thanks in advance for your time."
Mark E. Williams  114 W. Federal St. Snow Hill,
MD 21863 41o-632-0914  m and mwilliamsC-auno.com

On a sad note, Emmert Studebaker died on March 7th. Emmert
was one of the smiths who helped keep blacksmithing alive in the
lean years for all of us who have followed him. Emmert was a
strong and early supporter of ABANA, holding many of the
annual meetings at his house. Bob Bergman sent me this
remembrance of him. "I remember Emmert from the Tipp City
meets at his place. Sunday mornings would start with a scratchy
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rendition of the Star Spangled Banner over a
PA system that sounded like it was from WW2.
Emmert would say a prayer and then a short
sermon. One I remember was about how a no
good loafer could be a good example, of how
not to be. Emmert was from a generation of
inventors and entrepreneurs. He was a master
craftsman as well as a businessman. He put out
products that he was proud to have his name on.
We need more men like him." I feel poorer for
not having met Emmert. Blacksmithing has lost
much recently in the passing of Francis and now
Emmert. Let us all resolve to pay close attention
to and honor, in each their own way, all those
who have helped all of us by preserving the
craft and the art of blacksmithing.

Doug Learn 121 Pebble Woods Drive
Doylestown, PA 18910-2907 (215) 489-1742
cjfdlearn@mindspring.com
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FABA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association, Inc.

Chapter of ABANA, Inc.
Date __________   NewG       Renewal G

Name_________________________________
Address_______________________________
_____________________________________
   City                         State            Zip
Phone:Home_____________Work:_________
E-Mail______________________________
Spouse’s Name:________________________

If you do not wish to be listed me in the printed FABA
directory, please check the box to the right G 

Send this application and a membership fee of
$20.00 to

Lydia Burns, FABA Treasurer
66 Summerwind Circle
Crawfordville, FL 32327

Make check out to FABA.  Your FABA membership
gegins when we receive your payment and lasts one
year  Membership is for a family.  You don’t have to
be an ABANA member to join FABA, but many
FABA members are, and we encourage membership
in both organizations. See our web site for details.

FABA Officers

President Patty Draper 850-668-2876 applecrossforge@nettally.com

Vice President Bob Jacoby 904-260-9981 jacoby@southeast.net

Treasurer Lydia Burns 850-421-4852 mooseangel@excite.com

Secretary Karen W heeler 352-486-4370 kwheel@svic.net

Program Chairman Jeff Mohr 850-926-4448

Newsletter Editor Steve Bloom 352-528-6508 sab@gnv.ifas.ufl.edu 

Past President Clyde Payton 850-997-3627

Trustee #1 Joel Clark 904-321-2116 joelclark@nassnet.com

Trustee #2 Lewis Riggleman 352-521-3515

Trustee #3 Jerry Grice 850-421-4788

Trustee #4 Ray Reynolds 561-793-2452



The Florida Artist Blacksmith Association(FABA) - Chapter of Artist Blacksmith Association of North

America, Inc., is a 501(c)(3) non-profit educational organization whose purposes are to teach, promote,

and preserve the art of blacksmithing.  Contributions are tax-deductible to the extent provided by law.

FABA publishes the Florida Clinker Breaker monthly, and FABA membership includes a subscription.  W e

solicit correspondence and unpaid articles on any subjects related to FABA’s purposes.  ABANA chapter

newsletters may reprint non-copyrighted material if it is credited to the author and this newsletter.  You

need the publisher’s permission to reprint copyrighted material unless otherwise noted.

The Florida  Clinker Breaker
FLORIDA ARTIST BLACKSMITH ASSOCIATION

Steve Bloom, Editor

P.O. Box 760

Archer, FL 32618-0760

(352) 528-6508 or websmith@blacksmithing.org

http://www.blacksmithing.org
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Renew Now!!

It’s RENEWAL TIME!  All memberships lapse  in April.  If you haven’t send payment to Lydia,
you’ll just have to go cold-turkey next month!

Ideas from Members’ Shops* : 

Low temp salt baths can run off of 110v water heater elements – the screw in types use a standard 1" pipe thread, so adapting

a mount is reasonably straight forward.  The designation for insulating fire-bricks (2800F capacity) from Atlantic Fire Brick

(in Jacksonville, Fl) is K28 or G28.  They run $86.00 for a case of 25 including UPS COD charges.  MSC (1-800-645-7270)

is running a special on O1 tool steel (good through 4/30/2000) - 3/16" x 1" x 36" = $14.83 (MJ06262422).

* everyone who’s active runs across this type of stuff - so share! – Editor

Reprinted from THE RIVET, newsletter of the Western Canadian Blacksmiths' Guild. Submitted by Jim Gerlinsky and

Geordie Smith

You know you're a real Demonstration Blacksmith if:

You can forge metal in a 40 mph wind.

You can keep the forge lit in a downpour.

You can still smile the 487th time somebody says, "My grandad was a real blacksmith, he shoed horses".

You can load your anvil into the truck with one hand while taking the money from your last sale with the other.

You can drive your 1/2 ton loaded with 1 ton of gear with the same finesse as a Mazda Miata.

You can see the colour of iron accurately in bright sunshine.

You can make the demonstrations area look as cluttered as your shop in 10 minutes.

You don't use your regular language when the wind blows the flame onto your crank hand because there are kids present.

If you can talk to the tourists and work high carbon at the same time and not burn it.

If you keep cool when a mom points to you and says to her child, "See what you'll end up as if you don't get better grades".

When asked "Where do you get your coal?", you are able to resist pointing & saying, "From that bag."

mailto:websmith@blacksmithing.org
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